MostFit Partners with Power Systems in
an Exclusive Product Distribution
Arrangement
LOS ANGELES, Calif., Nov. 22, 2016 (SEND2PRESS NEWSWIRE) — MostFit has joined
forces with leading fitness product provider, Power Systems, in an exclusive
distribution arrangement. Starting December 1, 2016 sales of all MostFit
products will run through Power Systems.

“This is such an exciting milestone for us because it consolidates all sales
and distribution to one entity, allowing us to focus on the education and
training surrounding our product line, as well as marketing, and new product
development,” says Andrew Gavigan, MostFit Founder and Owner.
Power Systems is focused on being a resource to their customer by delivering
targeted solutions and providing a great customer experience, and is in a
position to fully service all customers, from gym chains to small fitness
studios to hotel fitness centers to the military, and everyone in between.
MostFit and Power Systems will sync up marketing efforts and conference
presence as well, to gain efficiencies and grow the product distribution.
“We are proud to partner with MostFit and be their exclusive distributor.
MostFit’s focus on innovative product development and education align well
with the goals of Power Systems and we are excited about the partnership,”

says Josh Goldman, Power Systems General Manager.

About Power Systems:
Power Systems’ mission is to advance health, fitness, and performance for
everyone by being the resource who understands individual and collective
goals then supplies targeted solutions to help Power Your Potential.
Founded in 1986, Power Systems is a leading developer and supplier of
professional fitness products and is recognized throughout the sports and
fitness industries for being a complete solution and providing an
extraordinary customer experience.

About MostFit:
Founded by trainer Andrew Gavigan in 2011, MostFit is focused on creating and
sharing affordable, efficient and accessible fitness equipment that empowers
individuals to get stronger and to workout anywhere, any time.
MostFit strives to provide unique, effective, and efficient products to the
fitness community in an effort to make optimum performance more accessible.
Accessibility is the key to success for athletes and fitness enthusiasts of
all levels. MostFit’s line of functional fitness accessories make tried
methods and techniques simpler and more accessible.
More information: http://most-fit.com/.
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